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when amy hang around sonic more sonic tell her to get lost and she really does go away sonic realize
he like amy more then he thinks my 15 story on fan art i hope you like it :D
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1 - sonic and amy go shoping

                                a sonamy story
(well the start of my story at tails lab)
sonic:bye tails
tails:bye sonic *close the door*
amy:sonic *run to him*
sonic:un oh*try to run away*
amy:*jump on sonic* hey sonic
sonic:hi amy what do you want
amy:you say you were going to go shoping with me
sonic:not again do i have to go
amy:your going and your going to like it*look mad at sonic*
sonic:ok i'll go*thinking*it not like i have a choice
(at the store)
amy:how does this look
sonic:just like all the other great can we go
amy:i just want to try some more dresses
(4 more hours)
sonic:*sleep*
amy:ok sonic now we can go
sonic:*wake up*thank you
amy:and sonic
sonic:yeah amy
amy:can you carrying this for
sonic:carry what
amy:my bags
sonic:yeah where are they
amy:*over there*
sonic*see about 26 bag* all of this
amy:yeah
sonic:all man
(outside the store)
amy:sonic let go there
sonic:*carrying amy bags*should we get this home
amy:*run off to the park*
sonic:here we go again
                        to be cont



2 - a sonamy story

                                A SONAMY STORY
(at the park)
amy:does the lake look nice
sonic:*still got the bags on his back*yeah if you say so
amy:sonic do i look as nice as the lake
sonic:can i lie
amy:*pull her hammer out* now what did you say sonic
sonic:i say you look better then the lake and i mean better really really better
amy:that what i thought you said
(the next day)
sonic:tails i am geting sick of this
tails:sick of what
sonic:sick of amy
tails:but your always sick of amy
sonic:i know tails but this time i mean it
tails:so what are you going to do
sonic:i do not know tails
tails:amy coming
sonic:she is
tails:yea
sonic:ok
tails:your not going to run away
sonic:no what the point
tails:good point
amy:tails have you seen *look at sonic*sonic
sonic:hey amy
amy:where going to go shoping again right
sonic:well .....
amy:and then we can do everything together
sonic:amy that it
amy:what it
sonic:amy i never want to see you again
amy:what
sonic:i mean i never want to see you again so go away let me be
amy:but
sonic:i said get away from me
amy:*start to cry and walk away*
tails:sonic that was mean
sonic:she be back the next day about time i got a day to my self
                        to be cont



3 - sonic goes nuts

                                        a sonamy story
(the next day)
tails:sonic you should go see amy
sonic:why
tails:because she maybe the sadest girl in the world
sonic:and right now i am the happyest boy in the world
tails:sonic that was mean what you said to amy
sonic:she juat going to come back the next day
tails:well if you say so
sonic:i think i told her that ten times a day
tails:that many times
sonic:yeah think made times
tails:you want to play sonic rider
sonic:sure i ok you
tails:and i got you
(a hour later)
sonic:man that wrong you hit me with a spin dash
tails:and that how i have been wining
knuckles:hey guys how has this story been going
sonic:it going but slow
tails:yeah to slow
knuckles:so what it about
tails:it a sonamy story what do you think
knucklesLoh yeah i saw amy she look sad
tails:that because sonic said he did not want to see amy again
knuckles:sonic why do you tell her that over and over
sonic:i do not know why to but it was the only thing i could think of
knuckles:so that make it 246
sonic:i lost count at 193
tails:you guys have no life if you are count
knuckles:shut up nerd fox
tails:what you call me knucklehead
knuskles:i said your a nerd fox
sonic:i am just going to go now*run out the door in to the forest* i really am hope amy is ok man amy just
can not stay off my mind i have to do something to get her off my mind *run around *dang where is she
man i can not keep her off my mind amy get out of there *start to hit his head*
                                to be cont so i can not be serious i have to do something silly and sorry there are a
few mess up i am sleep right now it 1:53 am



4 - the end of the story

                                a sonamy story
(next day a tails's house)
sonic:where is she
tails:but you said you did not want to see her
sonic:*look at tails*who are you
tails:tails
sonic:no your not your that fox from dora the explorer
tails:sonic maybe you need to go to sleep
knuckles:*open the door*is sonic ok
sonic:it will smith again
knuckles:i am not will smith
sonic:yes you are and you made that movie that suck @$$
knuckles:yea that movie did suck
sonic:*look a knuckles*do not call me little bill
knuckles:ok i will not call you that
sonic:shut up*start to bite on knuckles head*
knuckles:*run around*get him off get him off*run into a wall*
tails:*hit sonic in the head with a jar*
sonic:thanks tails i need that
tails:your welcome
knuckles:*out cold*
sonic:knuckles ok
tails:well he not moving
sonic:*pick knuckles up and pull him in the dumper*
tails:so you miss amy
sonic:yea i guest i do
tails:awwww sonic miss amy
sonic:*look at tails mean*
tails:ok i will stop
sonic:i think i like her more then anyone else
tails:wow you do
sonic:yea i do
tails:maybe you should go see her
sonic:but she may not want to see me
tails:your right she may love you but what you say was hurtful
sonic:i know but we got to try
(at amy's house)
sonic:*runing up to her door*
tails:*run up behide sonic*
sonic:do you think this will work
tails:for you i hope
sonic:*ring the door bell*



amy:who is it
sonic:it me sonic
amy:*open the door*what do you want
sonic:i just want to talk
amy:ok come in
sonic:*walk in*
tails:*about to walk in*
amy:stop tails
tails:what
amy:let me and sonic talk for a little bit
tails:ok but if i hear a gun i am coming in
amy:*close the door*so what you want to talk about
sonic:about what i said
amy:oh you mean how you mean me cry for about 5 hours
sonic:i'm sorry
amy:sorry is not going to do it
sonic:so what do i have to do
amy:i do not know but your going to have to do a lot more then say i'm sorry
sonic:how about i love you
amy:what
sonic:i know after all these days i know now i love you amy rose i love you
amy:is this a joke
sonic:*walk up to her and hold her*no it not
amy:*put her arms around sonic*sonic i love you too
sonic:*kiss her on the lips*i know you do
tails:*run in the door*knuckles is coming
knuckles:who put me in a dumper
sonic:run
                                the end
sonicstorm:i hope you like it for sonic and cloud4eva and all of the sonamy fans
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